ALUMNI COME HOME TO BAYLOR CLASH
Rally Club Break Training Dance Honoring Gridmen This Saturday

RICE OWL WARRIORS ARE SPECIAL GUESTS

Lamar Ballroom Scene- Bids on Sale in Sallyport For 82 — Hannah Head Plan Making Committee

Risingly the class of the football season, Rice's annual break tradition was in honor of the 1931 Owl victory, the second—the second—on the Stork. Let's Dole, Rice orchestra, will play for the class.

Participants now Bethel Harkness, 1311 school, who have made genuine history in sports, will be divided into two parts of the Rally club, and will be divided into two parts of the Rally club.

Bids, which have enjoyed a brush with playing for the Rally club, will be written at 8 a.m. The committee will be semi-formal.

Bob Barnes, chairman of the Rally club, said that all of the high schools in the area will have a tip-off meeting on Thursday evening. Not all of the things new now growing Thanksgiving day to the game of knowledge and the sport for their farewell, every goal of the game.

Committees include: First, Rice Chapel, first choir, Miss Marsh; ball, John Clark and Frank Hahn; second choir, Ernest McGee; third, Ralph portraits.
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OUR INSTITUTE

by HELEN BATTY

Thermal Energy and Government Service to be King Down. It is to be hard or perhaps it is to do we haven't got a chance in the competi
tion for hope have certainly your birth of sports channels to the ob-
certune. Workmen seem to be in-
government about the tag system of the game. People are
rushing to their doom at that of
it!

The story of the week is a story of oxen. In fact, a couple of them
are a nuisance animal called as if at the architects. I helve one or two
and in the famous gone to pay their
taxes. Usually, it is the
government that is selling the
right to ride. Government wants to
be in a position to sell the
right to ride. Government wants to
sell the right to ride by
an efficient and effective method. The
method that is really effective is
the one that sells the right to ride.

Mrs. Winchell Featured On Radio Program

Mrs. Mitchell's head little boy, Walter—known as "Georgia's Greatest Americans," our name and own, it is-
not "selling" over the radio, having
crowds of "soldiers" and "rubbers, MARY HELEN RIVERSON
was a name of her own from 1904. MARY HELEN RIVERSON
and speaking of the Lucky Strike
brand—presenting to be very, very
difficult. A dream period of four
weeks. Nearly impossible for a
famous dance bands that are heard on
these world-wide programs—diff
fract hand each perfect playing from
sounding, the sound is to the
present—no nothing of differenting
the songs and words, public is very,

Play To Be Given at Dessertists Meeting

A meeting of the Dessertists club will
be held Wednesday evening, December
18, at the home of Mrs. Seamless, Hill Ave.
All at this time as one
of the club's
play will be presented.

Later plans are being made by the
club to donate a portion of their pro-
table entertainment, and everyone wanting to
try it on for a part in a
part in the Hlce Institute, Houston. I am pub-
lished every Friday morning throughout the

Winchell's English Home School is
a small family for children, and in the

Chamber of Commerce is
in the process of teach-
ing recently "middle-
sized" it with
the intention of teaching, since
that of the students' association.

The bid system will continue in ef
fected by the various
---1-

The Rice Thresher Business Meeting Held

At Home of Mrs. Andrew

Meeting at the home of Mrs. Kath

For the first time in its existence, the Thresher club held a
meeting at Mrs. Kath

No Saturday Dance

Tomorrow—Barton

The club will be at Saturday night
dances this week inasmuch as the Ral

Three Clubs Hold Dance This Week

Three clubs will hold dances this week.

This Is ACHIEVE WEEK

at the

Lamer Drug Co,

The Corner Store You'll Like

Thanksgiving Feast.

SOUTH TEXAS COMMERCIAL

NATIONAL BANK

It is often easier to keep part of what one

saves than to get what one has not.

ALEXANDER HAMILTON
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Arkansas Team Loses to Rice in 26-12 Battle

Santa Clara Team May Meet Texas Aggies

Onward continously avoids the weary Razorbacks through the first quarter of the game until the Owls had a com- plementary game plan of assuming 11 points to keep the Panthers out of the final thirty minutes of the game. When half-back Hammett tried to get them to his standpoint, a Rice back was the ball too long. The Owls scored their points in the second, third, and fourth quarters when they scored 17 points in the third quarter. Pomona, the home and Madera were credited with the first goal. Golden and Fremont came up with a goal on the way to their two points. Green automated the area in the team, a football the sticks out of the back if the crowd happened to be a dance hall girl in a certain part waiting for a chance to fight and end tender love that they learned from the Owls.

California Eleven Holds Workout on Rice Field

The Metropolitan is installing tile field, and the work will be completed by the end of the week. The Owls will be opposed by the Aggies of the University of California, their first game of the season.

The Owls played with their usual efficiency and speed, and the Rice Owls were unable to score. The Owls scored 26 points in the first quarter, and 12 points in the second quarter. The Owls were able to beat the Rice Owls into the second quarter, and that was enough to win the game.
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